This paper proposes an adaptive cache replacement policy to select a victim block based on the reuse characteristics of stored blocks by utilizing the fine-grain reusability monitor for each cache set. The evaluation result shows that the proposed mechanism can achieve a performance improvement of about 13% on average over conventional 2 MB cache and can deliver performance comparable to four times bigger cache, i.e., an 8 MB last level cache (LLC). Fig. 5. Performance improvement of the proposed mechanism (normalized to a conventional 2 MB LLC).
Introduction
Although the capacity of last level cache (LLC) shared among cores has significantly increased [1], large LLC experiences poor utilization efficiency as it replaces cache blocks without considering the usefulness of the victim block. To overcome this shortcoming, various advanced cache management mechanisms are investigated to improve cache performance [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
This paper proposes a cache replacement policy for LLCs based on the finegrain reusability monitor of cache blocks. A cache block can be categorized into two types; as either a reuse block or a non-reuse block. In addition, a cache hit block can be either a dirty block or a clean block. In our experiment, the LLC revealed that an average of about 20% of dirty blocks and 22% of clean blocks are re-accessed before the eviction from the LLC.
The ideal straightforward approach is to evict useless cache blocks from an LLC. However, it is difficult to determine the reusability of cache blocks accurately, and selecting a victim block without considering reusability can degrade the performance of an LLC significantly. To overcome this drawback, this paper proposes an adaptive cache replacement policy for an LLC which can detect useless cache blocks based on the fine-grain reusability monitor equipped with each cache set. The proposed mechanism, which has a 2 MB LLC, can achieve a performance improvement of about 13% over a conventional 2 MB cache and can deliver performance comparable to four times bigger cache, i.e., an 8 MB last level cache (LLC).
Relate work
Many studies about cache replacement policies for LLCs have been performed. Dynamic insertion or replacement policies have been proposed where the insert position of incoming blocks dynamically changes based on the characteristics of applications, such as working set size or whether a replacement block is dynamically selected with a reuse pattern of blocks [3, 4, 5] . A partition mechanism based on the utilization efficiency allocated the LLC by hit monitoring of each core [2] . In addition, the read write partitioning (RWP) mechanism partitioned a cache region based on the reusability of clean or dirty blocks [6] . It divided cache regions based on the coarse-grain reusability monitor. This paper proposes a cache replacement policy using a fine-grain reusability monitor for each cache set based on the analysis of the access pattern, which will be explained in the next section.
3 Analysis of block reusability in last-level-cache Fig. 1 presents the ratio of hit and miss that occurs in an LLC. Specifically, a hit is classified as a dirty or clean hit based on the dirty status of the referenced cache block. As shown in Fig. 1 , the ratio of dirty and clean block hits is about 20% and 22% on average, respectively. This result means that the useful and useless cache blocks are mixed, and thus a conventional replacement policy (i.e. LRU) can lead to performance degradation by evicting cache blocks without considering the reusability of stored blocks. In addition, [6] confirmed that the performance changed significantly according to the selection of the replacement block from dirty or clean blocks. Therefore, a replacement policy that can select a victim block from dirty or clean blocks appropriately can be an attractive method to achieve performance improvements. Fig. 2 shows the number of average hits for dirty and clean blocks for each cache set in an LLC. As shown in Fig. 2 , each block has a distinct hit pattern for each cache set in an LLC. The clean block hits occurred in region A (set 0∼250), and the dirty block hits mostly occurred in region B (set 300∼325) and region C (set 550∼575) respectively. We devise an adaptive replacement policy that can evict a useless cache block based on fine-grain monitoring for each cache set to improve the performance of an LLC based on this observation.
Adaptive cache replacement policy for last-level-cache
This section introduces an adaptive replacement policy for the LLC proposed in this paper. Fig. 3 and Algoritm 1 presents an algorithm and structure for the proposed cache replacement mechanism. As shown, each core has a replacement policy selection counter (RPC) as a 3-bit saturation counter to determine the replacement block in an LLC. The RPC is increased when a clean block hit occurs but decreased when a dirty block hit occurs. In the proposed mechanism, a replacement block is selected according to the most significant bit (MSB) of the RPC. If the MSB of the RPC is 0 then a victim block is selected from clean blocks, otherwise a victim block is selected from dirty blocks that belong to the core that caused a cache miss. If a victim cache block is not selected then a victim block is determined based on the LRU policy. The detailed operation model of the proposed Fig. 2 . A number of average hit of dirty and clean block for each cache set in a LLC mechanism is shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, the RPC_handling_at_hit() function increases/decreases the RPC saturation counter, the find_replacement_block() function finds out the type of victim block based on the RPC saturation counter, and the find_LRU() function finds the LRU block. /* find a replacement block that g ⋯ one of the type_of_block and /* find a LRU block that one of the dirty blocks */ doesn't belong to the core_ID else f /* MSB == 1 */ */ eviction_block = break; find_LRU(dirty, equal_core_ID); case (don't care) : g ⋯ /* find a replacement block that one of the type_of_block */ /* if does not found a eviction_block then find break; a dirty block that one of the other core's*/ g If (eviction_block == NULL) f return find_replacement_block; eviction_block = g find_LRU(dirty, not_equal_core_ID); g (b) operation of RPC according to the cache hit (a) LLC structure Fig. 3 . LLC structure (a) and operation of RPC on a cache hit (b) for proposed replacement policy.
Simulation environments and performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive cache replacement policy, an x86-ISA based Macsim trace driven simulator [7] , is used with SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark [8, 9] . The access latency of on-chip memory is obtained from the CACTI 5.3 [10] tool. The detailed parameters of the system are shown in Table I . Fig. 4 presents the speedup of the proposed mechanism on the various number of bits for the replacement policy selection counter (RPC) in single-core configuration.
Analysis of an optimal replacement policy selection counter
As demonstrated in Fig. 4 , the best speedup of the proposed mechanism can be achieved when it is constructed with a 3-bit saturation counter for the RPC. In addition, when applying a 3-bit saturation counter of RPC, the hardware overhead of the proposed mechanism is only 768 bytes per core for a 2 MB LLC. In the rest of this paper, a 3-bit saturation counter for the RPC is used in the proposed mechanism. Fig. 5 shows the speedup of the proposed mechanism compared with several stateof-art cache management schemes. The evaluation was performed with the twocore configuration. We select 6 applications having different memory usage patterns and performed the performance evaluation with the application mixes for two cores with these six applications. The results show that the proposed mechanism can achieve better performance than any other mechanisms and a performance improvement of about 13.1% over a conventional 2 MB LLC with an LRU replacement policy as well as it delivers only 3% lower performance compared to LRU-based cache with 8 MB cache taht is 4 times larger capacity. 
Performance improvement of the proposed mechanism

Conclusion
This paper proposed an adaptive cache replacement policy for an LLC to select non-reuse blocks as victim blocks based on the fine-grain reusability monitor for each cache set. The proposed mechanism can achieve a performance improvement of about 13% over conventional 2 MB cache with an LRU policy. This paper demonstrates a replacement policy that considered the fine-grain reuse characteristics of stored cache blocks in an LLC, and is a promising approach which can enhance the utilization of an LLC and improve system performance.
